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Open-source products are in great demand and Sugar is among the best Open source CRM
platform for small-scale and medium scaled corporations. It supplies a lot of characteristics, like:
sales team automation, internet marketing mechanization, safety management, stock management
and event management among others. Sugar CRM also provides plug-ins of Internet browsers for
example Mozilla Thunderbird mail, Microsoft applications for instance Outlook plug-in and Word,
and Office plug-ins.

The modern-day businesses are fairly conscious of the quality of customer services and
consequently, CRM happens to be vital for each and every company. Sugar is dependent on the
LAMP/WAMP (Linux/Windows, Apache, MySQL, and PHP) stack. Its program code is extracted
from other Open-source projects similar to Vtiger CRM.

Aside from usual CRM software, there is also a system described as Sugar CRM on demand. With
the assistance of this system, clients can retain all of their information in the digital cloud. It is also
possible for end users and merchants to get software code and API fully with the assistance of
Sugar CRM On Demand system. With this solution, Sugar customization is also achievable. 100
percent portability at data files and application thresholds is also achieved by using Sugar CRM on
Demand.

Complete documents and application portability helps make users transfer all the data files saved
on CRM on Demand to any place. This then translates into 100 % suppleness and liberty of labor.
With Sugar CRM On Demand, comes open, flexible integration application. It is through the help of
this framework, you can easily combine any outer cloud, internally packaged, tailor made or legacy
application flawlessly.

Sugar CRM on Demand also provides effective protection. Companies is not required to worry
about information losses as the data safeguarded on this solution don't get dropped despite that
there's an issue in the operating system. Sugar CRM on Demand also permits painless accessibility
to data from anyplace. This raises the movability as well as adaptability to business! For that
reason, organization can be looked after from any place in the world instead of rendering it confined
to an unique physical area.

Potent Sugar CRM On Demand also involves efficient product sales and lead management. It
balances and improves the functionality of the sales team of the organization. Sales staffs' other
activities like Lead Management, Opportunity Administration, User Account & Contact Management,
Sales Pipeline Administration, Revenues Forecasting, Sales Analytics, and others too get benefited
with this unique attribute.

Sugar CRM On Demand's support automation comprises ticket administration, data management,
user self service site, reports, and support figures. In e-mail integration, the system combines e-
mails into the CRM. Sugar CRM plug-ins are around for Outlook, Thunderbird and G-mail
integration.

Complete with attributes and facilities, Sugar CRM On Demand gives many advantages to its end
users. When compared to other paid systems, this open source application saves upto 60% of
software certification charges. Deployment and management of Sugar also don't need any cost. All
of the data is backed up so that as traditional aspect of the service, application is robotically
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improved.

Application instance can be custom-made with the help of Sugar CRM on Demand. End users can
own full power over application instance and data. With Sugar CRM on Demand, enterprises don't
need to bother about vendor lock-in periods given that it delivers simple and easy transfer to in-
house web servers or other web hosting providers.

Hence, Sugar is a real Open-source CRM solution that is composed of ease and availableness of
cloud computing. Also, it does not compromise on whole value of an open source application. It is
possible for small and medium sized establishments to gain safeguarded and instantaneous
accessibility to full Sugar functionality in the cloud without occurring the capital and operating prices
of installing, configuring and retaining application on their own.
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